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Investigative Journalism In Malaysia A Study Of Two
"In TV newsrooms across Southeast Asia, journalists get little training. They lack research and reporting skills. They need
to hone storytelling techniques as well. This manual puts together the techniques of investigative reporting and visual
storytelling that would help TV journalists across the region. It is intended to be used by both individual reporters as a sort
of self-help guide as well as by jounralism trainers."--Back cover.
This book offers comprehensive insights into the cultural and ecological values that influence sustainable development
across Asia, addressing the cultural, religious and philosophical moorings of development through participatory and
grassroots communication approaches. It presents a range of contributions and case studies from leading experts in Asia
to highlight the debates on environmental communication and sustainable development that are relevant today, and to
provide an overview of the positive traditions of ecological sensitivity and cultural communication that may find common
ground between communities. This well-researched guide to the dynamic and complex terrain of communication for
sustainable development offers uniquely practical perspectives on communication, environment and sustainable
development that are of immense value for policy makers, media scholars, development practitioners, researchers and
students of communication and media studies.
The prediction is that the 14th General Election (14thGE) is coming earlier than when it should be, as early as March
2017, instead of May 2018. On the one hand, with the DAP-led opposition in disarray for the last 18 months, since the
departure of PAS, and on the other, the UMNO-led BN becoming more resolved and combative, the events leading to the
forthcoming election promises more fireworks. The complexity of facts, fictions, perceptions and perspectives in making
sense of the forthcoming 14thGE are intricate. “The present book, Democracy at Work, edited by Prof. Azizuddin and Dr.
Ummu Atiyah of Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM), provides an essential critical backdrop to build an informed
understanding of what to expect from the 14thGE based on the 13 chapters of the book on the highly confusing but
sometimes entertaining 13thGE. An added bonus is that the chapters are written not by the usual crop of opinionated
‘tired’ scholars but largely a fresh crop of serious and bright ones. The book is a must read for Malaysianists who enjoy
talking, studying and making opinions on the ever complicated Malaysian politics, beyond the ambit of the mamak
shops.”
Media, Liberty and Politics in Malaysia: Comparative Studies on Local Dynamics and Regional Concerns is based on a
collection of twelve academic papers. This book traces the development and progress of Malaysia as a nation that
embraces issues of media, liberty and politics as essential parts of its culture, policy and well-being of the people. In
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between the 2008 and the 2013 General Elections, Malaysians have transformed themselves and demanded to form a
more democratic society. Issues of political freedom, human rights, good governance and human dignity have become
important and will determine the future of the Malaysian society. Besides, this book also tries to compare democratic
practices in Malaysia with its neighbours such as Indonesia, Thailand and Australia, plus the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) as an organisation to promote democratisation and strong ties between its members. This book
is suitable for all particularly the academics, students of politics and international relations, journalists, legal practitioners,
and the general public who are interested in the issues of media, liberty and politics in Malaysia.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning reporter details “how the U.S. business press could miss the most important economic
implosion of the past eighty years” (Eric Alterman, media columnist for The Nation). In this sweeping, incisive postmortem, Dean Starkman exposes the critical shortcomings that softened coverage in the business press during the
mortgage era and the years leading up to the financial collapse of 2008. He examines the deep cultural and structural
shifts—some unavoidable, some self-inflicted—that eroded journalism’s appetite for its role as watchdog. The result was a
deafening silence about systemic corruption in the financial industry. Tragically, this silence grew only more profound as
the mortgage madness reached its terrible apogee from 2004 through 2006. Starkman frames his analysis in a broad
argument about journalism itself, dividing the profession into two competing approaches—access reporting and
accountability reporting—which rely on entirely different sources and produce radically different representations of reality.
As Starkman explains, access journalism came to dominate business reporting in the 1990s, a process he calls
“CNBCization,” and rather than examining risky, even corrupt, corporate behavior, mainstream reporters focused on
profiling executives and informing investors. Starkman concludes with a critique of the digital-news ideology and
corporate influence, which threaten to further undermine investigative reporting, and he shows how financial coverage,
and journalism as a whole, can reclaim its bite. “Can stand as a potentially enduring case study of what went wrong and
why.”—Alec Klein, national bestselling author of Aftermath “With detailed statistics, Starkman provides keen analysis of
how the media failed in its mission at a crucial time for the U.S. economy.”—Booklist
Summary: "Malaysia's former Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad is often seen as the sole author of the country's foreign
policy. Malaysian Foreign Policy in the Mahathir Era shows that while Mahathir's personality, leadership style, political
ideology and brand of nationalism unquestionably had a deep impact, so too did domestic issues and external forces
associated with globalization. The book examines seven major foreign policy initiatives of the Mahathir period: Buy British
Last, Anti-Commonwealth, Look East, Third World Spokesmanship, Regional Engagement, Islamic Posturing and
Commercial and Developmental Diplomacy. In discussing these topics, the author explains the significance for foreign
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policy of communal concerns, the regime's need to maintain its own authority in the face of political and social initiatives
(some rooted in Islam), and its desire to achieve national development. He also discusses external pressures, including
Japan's regional designs, Singapore's defense posture and the growing importance of China for the region. The
approach breaks away from the elitist decision making styles and single factor models usually employed to explain the
foreign policy of developing nations, and establishes a direct link between domestic politics and foreign policy during the
period studied, suggesting that the latter was truly an extension of the former."--Publisher description.
A healthy democracy requires vigorous, uncompromising investigative journalism. But today the free press faces a
daunting set of challenges: in the face of harsh criticism from powerful politicians and the threat of lawsuits from wealthy
individuals, media institutions are confronted by an uncertain financial future and stymied by a judicial philosophy that
takes a narrow view of the protections that the Constitution affords reporters. In Journalism Under Fire, Stephen Gillers
proposes a bold set of legal and policy changes that can overcome these obstacles to protect and support the work of
journalists. Gillers argues that law and public policy must strengthen the freedom of the press, including protection for
news gathering and confidential sources. He analyzes the First Amendment’s Press Clause, drawing on older Supreme
Court cases and recent dissenting opinions to argue for greater press freedom than the Supreme Court is today willing to
recognize. Beyond the First Amendment, Journalism Under Fire advocates policies that facilitate and support the free
press as a public good. Gillers proposes legislation to create a publicly funded National Endowment for Investigative
Reporting, modeled on the national endowments for the arts and for the humanities; improvements to the Freedom of
Information Act; and a national anti-SLAPP law, a statute to protect media organizations from frivolous lawsuits, to help
journalists and the press defend themselves in court. Gillers weaves together questions of journalistic practice, law, and
policy into a program that can ensure a future for investigative reporting and its role in our democracy.
The Routledge Companion to Media and Human Rights offers a comprehensive and contemporary survey of the key themes,
approaches and debates in the field of media and human rights. The Companion is the first collection to bring together two distinct
ways of thinking about human rights and media, including scholarship that examines media as a human right alongside that which
looks at media coverage of human rights issues. This international collection of 49 newly written pieces thus provides a unique
overview of current research in the field, while also providing historical context to help students and scholars appreciate how such
developments depart from past practices. The volume examines the universal principals of freedom of expression, legal
instruments, the right to know, media as a human right, and the role of media organisations and journalistic work. It is organised
thematically in five parts: Communication, Expression and Human Rights Media Performance and Human Rights: Political
Processes Media Performance and Human Rights: News and Journalism Digital Activism, Witnessing and Human Rights Media
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Representation of Human Rights: Cultural, Social and Political. Individual essays cover an array of topics, including masssurveillance, LGBT advocacy, press law, freedom of information and children’s rights in the digital age. With contributions from
both leading scholars and emerging scholars, the Companion offers an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approach to media
and human rights allowing for international comparisons and varying perspectives. The Routledge Companion to Media and
Human Rights provides a comprehensive introduction to the current field useful for both students and researchers, and defines the
agenda for future research.
This book analyzes the relationship between political power and the media in a range of nation states in East and Southeast Asia,
focusing in particular on the place of the media in authoritarian and post-authoritarian regimes. It discusses the centrality of media
in sustaining repressive regimes, and the key role of the media in the transformation and collapse of such regimes. It questions in
particular the widely held beliefs, that the state can have complete control over the media consumption of its citizens, that
commercialization of the media necessarily leads to democratization, and that the transnational, liberal dimensions of western
media are crucial for democratic movements in Asia. Countries covered include Burma, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore,
Thailand, the Philippines and Vietnam.
This important book defines what investigative reporting is and what qualities it requires. Drawing on the experience of many wellknown journalists in the field, the author identifies the skills, common factors and special circumstances involved in a wide variety
of investigations. It examines how opportunities for investigations can be found and pursued, how informants can be persuaded to
yield needed information and how and where this information can be checked. It also stresses the dangers and legal constraints
that have to be contended with and shows real life examples such as the Cook Report formula, the Jonathan Aitken investigation
and the Birmingham Six story. David Spark, himself a freelance writer of wide experience, examines how opportunities for
investigations can be found and pursued, how informants can be persuaded to yield needed information and how and where this
information can be checked. He also stresses the dangers and legal constraints that have to be contended with and shows
investigators at work in two classic inquiries: · The mysterious weekend spent in Paris by Jonathan Aitken, then Minister of
Defence Procurement · The career of masterspy Kim Philby Investigative Reporting looks at such fields for inquiry as company
frauds (including those of Robert Maxwell), consumer complaints, crime, police malpractice, the intelligence services, local
government and corruption in Parliament and in overseas and international bodies. The author believes that the conclusions that
emerge from this far-reaching survey are of value not only in investigative journalism, but to practitioners in all branches of
reporting.
This book presents a comprehensive, full-length analysis of the uses of media and communication technologies by different social
actors in Malaysia. Drawing upon recent case studies - from films to political advertising - it provides valuable insights into the
ways in which different media forms have negotiated with the dominant cultural representations of Malaysian society.
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'John le Carré demystified the intelligence services; Higgins has demystified intelligence
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gathering itself' Financial Times 'Uplifting . . . Riveting . . . What will fire people through these pages, gripped, is the focused, and
extraordinary, investigations that Bellingcat runs . . . Each runs as if the concluding chapter of a Holmesian whodunit' Telegraph
'We Are Bellingcat is Higgins's gripping account of how he reinvented reporting for the internet age . . . A manifesto for optimism in
a dark age' Luke Harding, Observer How did a collective of self-taught internet sleuths end up solving some of the biggest crimes
of our time? Bellingcat, the home-grown investigative unit, is redefining the way we think about news, politics and the digital future.
Here, their founder – a high-school dropout on a kitchen laptop – tells the story of how they created a whole new category of
information-gathering, galvanising citizen journalists across the globe to expose war crimes and pick apart disinformation, using
just their computers. From the downing of Malaysia Flight 17 over the Ukraine to the sourcing of weapons in the Syrian Civil War
and the identification of the Salisbury poisoners, We Are Bellingcat digs deep into some of Bellingcat's most successful
investigations. It explores the most cutting-edge tools for analysing data, from virtual-reality software that can build photorealistic
3D models of a crime scene, to apps that can identify exactly what time of day a photograph was taken. In our age of uncertain
truths, Bellingcat is what the world needs right now – an intelligence agency by the people, for the people.
This third edition maps the new world of investigative journalism, where technology and globalisation have connected and
energised journalists, whistle-blowers and the latest players, with far-reaching consequences for politics and business worldwide.
In this new edition, expert contributors demonstrate how crowdsourcing, big data, globalisation of information, and changes in
media ownership and funding have escalated the impact of investigative journalists. The book includes case studies of
investigative journalism from around the world, including the exposure of EU corruption, the destruction of the Malaysian
environment, and investigations in China, Poland and Turkey. From Ibero-America to Nigeria, India to the Arab world, investigative
journalists intensify their countries’ evolution by inquisition and revelation. This new edition reveals how investigative journalism
has gone digital and global. Investigative Journalism is essential for all those intending to master global politics, international
relations, media and justice in the 21st century.
Investigative Journalism is a critical and reflective introduction to the traditions and practices of investigative journalism. Beginning
with a historical survey, the authors explain how investigative journalism should be understood within the framework of the mass
media. They discuss how it relates to the legal system, the place of ethics in investigations and the influence of new technologies
on journalistic practices.
Analyses discourses pertinent to democratic politics in Malaysia, including the political elite's interpretation of 'Asian values' and
'Asian democracy', contending Islamic views on democracy, the impact of developmentalism on political culture, and the recovery
of women's voice in everyday politics.
The American Journal of Islamic Social Sciences (AJISS), established in 1984, is a quarterly, double blind peer-reviewed and
interdisciplinary journal, published by the International Institute of Islamic Thought (IIIT), and distributed worldwide. The journal
showcases a wide variety of scholarly research on all facets of Islam and the Muslim world including subjects such as
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anthropology, history, philosophy and metaphysics, politics, psychology, religious law, and traditional Islam.
‘A free press is not a luxury. A free press is at the absolute core of equitable development’ according to World Bank President
James Wolfensohn. A free press is also the key to transparency and good governance and is an indispensable feature of a
democracy. So how does Asia rate? In Losing Control, leading journalists analyse the state of play in all the countries of North
Asia and Southeast Asia. From the herd journalism of Japan to the Stalinist system of North Korea, Losing Control provides an
inside look at journalism and freedom of the press in each country. One conclusion—a combination of new technology and greater
democracy is breaking the shackles that once constrained the press in Asia. ‘Brings together Asia’s best and brightest observers
of the press.’ Hamish McDonald, Foreign Editor, The Sydney Morning Herald ‘A rare insiders’ view exposing the real dynamics
behind social and political change in Asia.’ Evan Williams, Foreign Correspondent, ABC TV ‘A timely and necessary contribution
to the debate over the quality of freedom in Asia.’ Geoffrey Barker, The Australian Financial Review
Malaysian-born M. Bakri Musa, a California surgeon, is a columnist for Malaysiakini.com and a contributor to Malaysia-Today.net.
His credits have appeared in the Far Eastern Economic Review, International Herald Tribune, and Education Quarterly. His
commentary has also aired on National Public Radio's Marketplace. This second volume follows the pattern of the first, Seeing
Malaysia My Way, and carries the writer's commentaries from 2004 to 2007, a look at Malaysia under the leadership of Prime
Minister Abdullah Badawi. It is both reflective and prescriptive. Malaysia is generously blessed with many favorable attributes.
Properly harnessed they would propel Malaysians to be among the developed and prosperous. Instead, the nation is today mired
in endless crises, its leadership hopelessly distracted, and citizens dangerously polarized. Malaysian institutions, once the envy of
the region, are today irreparably damaged through the twin blights of corruption and incompetence. These essays are a critical
look at the leadership of Abdullah Badawi, and his management of these crucial issues facing Malaysia. The writer does not spare
Abdullah's many enablers in his cabinet, party, academia, and mainstream media and others who still insist that the country is on
the right track. Bakri Musa offers his prescription on improving education, tackling corruption, and weaning off the subsidy
mentality, adopting the best practices elsewhere and adapting them to the specific needs and problems of Malaysia. In highlighting
the achievements of the past, the writer points to the potential the country is capable of achieving.
The freedom of expression and the freedom of information are the indispensable components of free media. Without these two
basic rights, an informed, active, and participatory citizenry is impossible. Members of the media require special protections to
enable them to operate freely in order to advocate for human rights, public discourse, and the plurality of ideas. The Handbook of
Research on Combating Threats to Media Freedom and Journalist Safety is an essential reference source that evaluates how
diverse threats impact on journalists’ wellbeing, their right to freedom of expression, and overall media freedoms in various
contexts and assesses inadequacies in national security policies, planning, and coordination relating to the safety of journalists in
different countries. Featuring research on topics such as freedom of the press, professional journalism, and media security, this
book is ideally designed for journalists, news writers, editors, columnists, press, broadcasters, newscasters, government officials,
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lawmakers, diplomats, international relations officers, law enforcement, industry professionals, academicians, researchers, and
students.
Kate Mayberry is an award-winning journalist and researcher, working across print, television, and online media. She has lived in
Southeast Asia for more than two decades and was until 2014 a Senior Field Producer with Al Jazeera English in Kuala Lumpur.
Culture has long been regarded as one of the most complicated concepts in the social sciences, possibly over theorized. Its
ubiquity, tangled senses of particularity and the almost universal recognition of that assumed particularity require an extended
vocabulary for framing the politics embedded in it. Cultural Practices, Political Possibilities attempts to explain the political
significance and overlaps of cultural constructions as witnessed in global-local clashes, convergences of texts and contexts, within
the state and community, identity and the self. Through various case-studies, concepts and interdisciplinary perspectives, the
multinational group of authors from diverse academic backgrounds interprets cultural constructions of politics as factionalizing,
identitarian, situational and particularistic in their links, affirmations and consequential divides. Each contribution, in its unique way
explores the performative asymmetries and contradictions witnessed in diverse cultural interactions that shape new areas of
political investigation. The book will be welcomed by students of international relations, environmental politics, sociology,
anthropology and cultural studies.
Mass communications media play a potentially crucial role both in democratization and in ensuring democracy's survival. The essays in this
volume analyse differing aspects of the complex relationship between the media and democracy in a diverse range of national contexts.
This book examines how media have brought about or paced dramatic political events in Southeast Asia over the last two decades. It
highlights a situation where media dynamics are no longer a simple formula of state control versus media resistance. The state can propel its
own media-liberalizing programme; civil society can be an enemy of press freedom; market forces and cultural mindsets are sometimes more
potent agents of change than state-appointed media custodians. Practitioners, scholars and activists have come together in this volume to
provide a diversity of narratives on subjects as varied as powerful politicians and marginalized transsexuals.
This nuanced work draws on social movement studies to challenge current understandings of the relationship between media and the
internet. The book's lively style will make it relevant for anyone interested in politics and media in Malaysia and Singapore.
In Transparency and Authoritarian Rule in Southeast Asia, Rodan rejects the notion that the 1997-98 Asian economic crisis was further
evidence that ultimately capitalism can only develop within liberal social and political institutions, and that new technology necessarily
undermines authoritarian control. Instead, Rodan argues that in Singapore and Malaysia external pressures for transparency reform were,
and are, in many respects, being met without serious compromise to authoritarian rule or the sanctioning of media freedom.
The rights protecting journalists and the press in the United States are a defining aspect of the nation's democratic nature. What tends to be
discussed less frequently is how today's media environment enables or hinders a free press. Has the internet made the press freer or
restricted it in new ways? How do issues like funding, the role of media conglomerates, and legal actions against journalists and publications
fit into a free media landscape? These questions will be explored from varying perspectives in this timely volume.
Contesting Media Power is the most ambitious international collection to date on the worldwide growth of alternative media that are
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challenging the power concentration in large media corporations. Media scholars and political scientists develop a broad comparative
framework for analyzing alternative media in Australia, Chile, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Russia, Sweden, South Africa, the United Kingdom,
and the United States. Topics include independent media centers, gay online networks and alternative web discussion forums, feminist film,
political journalism and social networks, indigenous communication, and church-sponsored media. This important book will help shape
debates on the media's role in current global struggles, such as the anti-globalization movement.
Investigative Journalism in MalaysiaA Study of Two English Language NewspapersEvaluating the State of Investigative Journalism in
Malaysia from Practitioners' PerspectivesInvestigative JournalismRoutledge
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the impact of the Internet on Malaysian politics and how it has played a pivotal role in
influencing the country’s political climate. It lays out the background of Malaysia’s political history and media environment, and addresses
the ramifications of media-isation for the political process, including political public relations, advertising and online campaigns. The book
examines the Internet’s transformative role and effect on Malaysian democracy, as well as its consequences for political actors and the
citizenry, such as the development of cyber-warfare, and the rise of propaganda or “fake” news in the online domain. It also investigates the
interplay between traditional and new media with regard to the evolution of politics in Malaysia, especially as a watchdog on accountability
and transparency, and contributes to the current discourse on the climate of Malaysian politics following the rise of new media in the country.
This book is particularly timely in the wake of the 2018 Malaysian general election, and will be of interest to students and researchers in
communications, politics, new media and cultural studies.
This book analyses Malaysian media from the Jurgen Habermas’ perspectives of “the public sphere” especially from the aspects of
bourgeois public sphere, mass press, the commercialisation of the press and refeudalisation. Malaysia has also faced all of those aspects.
However, the highlight of this book is the process called defeudalisation. The 2008 General Election has shown that a new public sphere of
cyberspace or the Internet and the mobile phone was accessed and utilised significantly and was enough to be used by the opposition in
influencing the public to vote them. It became one of the major factors in determining the result of the election which is for the first time the
opposition denying the ruling government a two third majority in the parliament and taking control or governing of five states. This new and
influential public sphere in Malaysia has reversed the Habermas’ argument of refeudalisation to a process called “Defeudalisation”.
However, in creating a civil public sphere for the people to deliberate views, this book also argues that Malaysia needs a responsible media
or freedom of the press with social responsibility. This book urges Malaysia to accept the idea or theory of social responsibility and the
concept of public journalism in the public sphere. This book is suitable for all interested–politicians, journalists, academia, and students of
politics, media studies, laws and Malaysian studies–in the issues of media politics, free press and the role of media in Malaysian society as
well as those interested in civil liberties, democratisation, political theory, media theory, law and Malaysian studies.
"This is a bold project recording the lives of a particular group of Southeast Asians. Most of the people whose biographies are included here
have settled down in the ten countries that constitute the region. Each of them has either self-identified as Chinese or is comfortable to be
known as someone of Chinese ancestry. There are also those who were born in China or elsewhere who came here to work and do
business, including seeking help from others who have ethnic Chinese connections. With the political and economic conditions of the region
in a great state of flux for the past two centuries, it is impossible to find consistency in the naming process. Confucius had stressed that
correct names make for the best relationships. In this case, Professor Leo Suryadinata has been pursuing for decades the elusive goal of
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finding the right name to give to the large numbers of people who have, in one way or another, made their homes in, or made some
difference to, Southeast Asia. I believe that, when he and his colleagues selected the biographies to be included here, they have taken a big
step towards the rectification of identities for many leading personalities. In so doing, he has done us all a great service." - Professor Wang
Gungwu, National University of Singapore
From this book, you will gain an understanding of the global media marketplace - the technology, the players and the issues. The role of news
agencies, sources and networks are explored covering the issues of ethics, global media ownership and control. Find out how journalists are
using the web and learn even newer ways to collect and communicate information. Essential reading for today's practising and trainee
journalists. John Herbert examines the global environment in which journalists operate and describes the latest technology and its impact on
print, broadcast and online journalism practice. Practising Global Journalism is a unique overview of the profession, providing a comparative
study of journalism practice worldwide. Case studies are drawn from Europe, Australia, the Asia Pacific, South Asia, China, Africa and the
Americas.
This book provides an overview of the current state of Malaysia, looking at political and economic developments and at governance, and
discussing the impact of ethnicity, patronage and the reform movement. Apart from discussing issues such as Islamisation and identity
transformations within Malaysian society, it reviews policies like privatisation and provides an examination of business enterprise, exploring
how control of 'corporate Malaysia' is interlinked with political developments. This study's primary focus is an analysis of why the reform
movement failed to secure substantial support in the late 1990s even though many Malaysians then appeared ready to hold the government
accountable for its poor record of a democratic and transparent form of governance. This volume also assesses the likelihood of change as a
result of the retirement of Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad
Commentators on the media in Southeast Asia either emphasise with optimism the prospect for new media to provide possibilities for greater
democratic discourse, or else, less optimistically, focus on the continuing ability of governments to exercise tight and sophisticated control of
the media. This book explores these issues with reference to Malaysia and Singapore. It analyses how journalists monitor governments and
cover elections, discussing what difference journalism makes; it examines citizen journalism, and the constraints on it, often self-imposed
constraints; and it assesses how governments control the media, including outlining the development and current application of legal
restrictions.
This title examines the impact of market forces on the efforts to build and consolidate more democratic media in Asia. Democratic forces in
the Philippines, South Korea and Indonesia have loosened the grip of authoritarian governments, while even in tightly controlled regimes
such as China and Vietnam, the media landscape is changing.
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